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Today’s agenda

Why does ESG matter in a food & 
drink people context

Breaking down the E, S and G 

Making the S tangible: elements for 
building a sustainable workforce

Making the S tangible: How to 
measure progress



The context
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Unprecedented staff 
shortages – 500,000 

vacancies?
Covid & Brexit

Perceptions and 
misconceptions 

around working in the 
sector - seen as low 
paid and low skilled

Skills shortage

IR35 Geographic location



Shorter term solutions

Pay increases

Sign-on bonuses

Operational changes such as 
restaurants closing at lunch time

Looking at immigration options
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Looking for and expecting more
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71% of employees and candidates surveyed by IBM said that 
environmentally sustainable companies are more attractive 
employers

EHRC 2018: 61% of women take an organisation's gender pay 
gap into consideration when applying for jobs

EY 2021: A poll of 1,000 UK workers found that 47 per cent said 
they would consider changing their jobs if flexible working 
wasn’t an option

The majority of sustainable working practices do not involve 
greater operating costs – it is about behaviour and approach as 
much as it is about standards

This is about saying to future staff – we treat people well 
so come and work for us 



The reputational impact of getting workplace culture wrong 
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Press stories of a toxic work 
culture - a consultancy firm 
was appointed to conduct an 
investigation 

Chef faced similar anonymous 
allegations from former staff 
accusing the restaurant of a 
toxic work culture – an 
independent investigation was 
launched 



What is ESG?
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Environment

• energy use,

• pollution,

• commitment 
to net zero,

• waste 

Social

• how a 
business 
treats its 
customers, 
employees 
and 
stakeholders 

Governance

• accounting 
methods, 
board 
appointments, 
bribery, 
corporate 
reporting 

There are three pillars 

ESG is a set of standards aimed at showing stakeholders how 

sustainable a company is

Today we are 

going to focus 

on the S 



Stakeholders in ESG

• Future recruits want to know that they work in 
a culture where people are treated well

• Existing employees want to work in a culture 
where they are treated with respect and have 
opportunities to develop over their careers – so 
staff retention will improve 

• Consumers are interested in the sustainable 
practices of a business –CGA’s BrandTrack
survey shows that 97% of consumers think it is 
important that companies treat their workers 
fairly 

• Investors are interested in ESG compliant food 
manufacturers and businesses 
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ESG in action in the food and drink 
sector 

− Sustainable food has been a trend for 
some years

− Producing sustainable food isn’t just 
about the produce – its about the 
workers involved in the supply chain: the 
“farm to fork” chain

− A lot of positive work to build on e.g. 

• Unilever’s FairKitchens movement

• Burnt Chef Project

• Pig Industry Professional Register
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eSg: 

What 
areas to 

focus on?

• Diversity & inclusion

• Workforce treatment 
& engagement 

• Preventing modern 
slavery

• Executive 
remuneration

• Community & social 
value 



How can employers measure D&I?
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Progress with gender pay gap reporting

The number of women on their board

There are also targets set by the Parker Review relating to ethnicity at 
board level, there should be one ethnic minority board member by 2021

Employee networks, any awards that an organisation has gained -
Stonewall’s Workplace Equality Index, the Race at Work Charter, the 30% 
Club 

Voluntarily reporting on their ethnicity pay gap and taking steps to address 
racial inequality within their organisation

Social mobility - collecting data in their diversity monitoring forms about 
employee background and schooling



How can employers measure 
workforce engagement?
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Feedback through an established employee forum or 
through trade unions

Employee satisfaction surveys 

How a company manages organisational change 

Statement to explain whether they use zero hours 
contracts or how they hire casual or atypical staff 

External standards e.g. the Mindful Business Charter 
and the Scottish Responsible Business Charter and 
workplace awards e.g. The Best Company to Work For



How can employers demonstrate steps they 
have taken to prevent modern slavery?
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The contents of an organisation’s 
modern slavery statement and 

staffing policies, codes of conduct 
and terms of business 

The central Modern Slavery 
Statement Register –

currently voluntary but will become 
mandatory 

Plans in place to strengthen the law

Organisations that are exposed as 
being involved in modern slavery face 
significant reputational damage, with 
repercussions on brand, share value 

and investment potential



Executive remuneration – measurements?
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In annual reports, all premium listed companies in the UK must ‘comply or explain’ with the 
principles of the UK Corporate Governance Code

One of the Code’s principles is that “Remuneration policies and practices should be designed to 
support strategy and promote long-term sustainable success. Executive remuneration should be 
aligned to company purpose and values, and be clearly linked to the successful delivery of the 
company’s long-term strategy.” 

Quoted companies are required to publish an annual remuneration report setting out actual 
payments to directors and details on the link between company performance and CEO pay

Many companies are required to issue a statement relating to section 172 of the Companies Act 
2006



Community social value –
measurement methods 
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What is it? E.g. Employee volunteering in the local 
community, supporting charitable organisations, supporting 
young people to develop skills essential for the world of work, 
advancing social mobility and engagement in sustainability 
activities that lessen impacts on the environment.

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals - 17 different 
goals across all areas of ESG and are a framework for doing 
good 

There are various sustainability organisations – the 
Sustainable Restaurant Association 
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Source:

Establishing the labour availability issues of 

UK Food and Drink Sector

Food and Drink Federation 

August 2021 

What steps are being 

taken by employers to 

attract and retain 

employees? 



How do employers get started with 
improving their sustainable business 
practices and promoting this to 
candidates?
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Carry out a staff survey and understand from staff what 
works and areas for change

Identify priority areas where you can improve working 
conditions/ benefits for staff and develop an action plan

Communicate both internally and externally the importance 
that you place around people and purpose alongside profit –
this is about fostering a long term culture of trust
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